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Measurement equivalence
“Measurement equivalence is conceptually defined as
whether or not, under different conditions of observing
and studying phenomena, measurement operations yield
measures of the same attribute.”
Horn and McArdle, 1992: 117

“Measurement invariance or measurement equivalence is
a statistical property of measurement that indicates that
the same construct is being measured across some
specified groups.”
Wikipedia

Measurement equivalence
• Usually discussed in the frame of cross-national
research (across countries and languages):
– Issue of cultural differences and translation

• But equivalence can also be checked across:
–
–
–
–
–

Data collection modes (e.g. face-to-face vs Web)
Data collection designs (unimode vs mixed-mode)
Socio-demographic groups (education levels)
Time (longitudinal studies)
Etc

 Idea: in different groups people can express

themselves in different ways

Measurement equivalence (ME)
• If there is measurement equivalence, 2 persons with the
same opinion will give the same answer, whatever their
group

Why does it matters?
• Classic assumption to be able to combine answers and
compare them
– Equality of the response function

• Important because observed differences may result from:
– Non equivalent measures
– And/or from real substantive differences

• If measurement equivalence does not hold:
– cannot make direct comparison across groups

Important preliminary distinction

Different kinds of concepts (Northrop, 1947; Blalock, 1990)
• Concepts-by-intuition (CI)
– simple concepts whose meaning is immediately obvious.

• Concepts-by-postulation (CP)
– less obvious concepts which require explicit definitions.
– also called constructs

• For CP, distinction between:
– concepts with reflective indicators
– concepts with formative indicators

CP with formative indicators
• Concept defined by a combination of indicators
• These variables are not necessarily correlated
• The combination defines the CP
• Requirement: the definition should take into account all
necessary components
y1
CP

y2

CP with reflective indicators
• CP is indicated by some similar possible indicators
(consequences)
• These indicators will always be correlated because all are
affected by the CP
• Usually 3 indicators are enough (identified)
y1
CP

y2

Example of job satisfaction
• Operationalized as a CI
– How satisfied are you with your job?
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Example of job satisfaction
• Operationalized as a CP with formative indicators
– How satisfied are you with :
•
•
•
•
•

your salary?
promotion possibilities?
your contacts with colleagues
your spare time
......

• Should be exaustive!
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Example of job satisfaction
• Operationalized as a CP with reflective indicators
– How satisfied are you with your job?
– Would you recommend your job to a friend?
– Would you chose this job again?
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The responses to all three questions are supposed to be affected by the
satisfaction of the respondent with his/her job.

Testing for measurement equivalence
• Classic procedure only exist to test for measurement
equivalence in the case of CP with reflective
indicators
– We start with this case

Testing for measurement equivalence
CP / reflective indicators

Basic Confirmatory Factor Analysis model
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Multiple Group CFA approach
Group1

Group 2

• Multiple group:
– possible to test for equality of the parameters in the different groups
– constraints across groups

• Can be extended to more groups

Different levels of invariance (Meredith, 1993)
• C onfigural

Group 1

– Same model holds in all groups

• M etric
– Configural holds +Slopes (λij) the
same in all groups
– Sufficient for comparison of
relationships

• Scalar
– Metric holds +Intercepts (τi) the
same in all groups
– Sufficient for comparison of means

• More: error terms, etc…
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How to do it in practice?
• Analyses can be done with standard SEM softwares
–
–
–
–
–

LISREL/Mplus/R…
Based on covariance matrices & means
Recommended sample size: >200 in each group
3-step procedure: configural, metric, scalar
Syntax quite easy to get estimates

• More tricky but crucial step: testing

Testing the model
• Assessing global fit:
– Chi2 test
– Fit indices: RMSEA (<.05), CFI (>.9), etc…

• Limits:
– Depends on sample size
– Sensitive to deviations from normality
– Sensitive to model complexity

• Saris, Satorra and van der Veld (2009)
– Show that we should test at the parameter level +take into
account type II errors (H0 not rejected despite being false)

Testing the model
• Assessing local fit
– Use MI, EPC and Power

• JRule software
– Available for Lisrel (van der Veld, Saris, Satorra) and Mplus (Oberski)
– For each parameter, it tells if it is misspecified
– /!\ The researcher should decide how large can a deviation be
before considering it a misspecification

Testing the model
• Limits:
– If the model is large and/or you have many different groups:
possible to get many misspecifications
• With which one should you start?
• When should you stop?

• Always free parameters only one by one
• Always check if estimates are really different when you
free a new parameter in your model
– Difference may be statistically significant but not
substantially big enough to be meaningful

What if equivalence does not hold?
• Partial invariance (Byrne, Shavelson, Muthén, 1989)
– If some indicators are equivalent but not all
– Consistent estimates of the means of the latent variables if at
least 2 indicators are scalar invariant

• If you have many groups, often at least several are
invariant:
– Report the results for these ones, and report the deviant cases
separately
– Example of how to do it: Coromina, Saris and Oberski (2008)

Example (Revilla, 2013)
• Comparison:
– ESS round 4 (F2f) / LISS panel (Web)
– Same questions / Same fieldwork period
– The Netherlands

• Configural, metric, scalar invariance achieved
• Possible compare relationships +means across LISS and ESS for that concept
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Criticisms (Saris & Gallhofer, 2007)
• Test of “measurement equivalence” too strict
– Need to separate cognitive and measurement processes
– Cognitive process
• Understanding of the question
• Relationship between the higher order variables (CP) and the CI
• Consistency

– Measurement process
• Expressing the answer
• Relationship between the observed answers and the latent variables
they attempt to measure
• Validity (+reliability, method effects)

Proposition (Saris & Gallhofer, 2007)
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• Measurement process: Y i =τi +vij CI i +ei i =1,2,3
(Method effect could be included too: distinction true score-factor)

• Cognitive process: CI i =αi +ci CP1 +ui

i =1,2,3

Proposition (Saris & Gallhofer, 2007)
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• Testing equivalence measurement process
• Testing equivalence for CI
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Can we test for measurement
equivalence for CI or CP with formative
indicators?

Case of CI
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• Testing equivalence for CI
• Testing equivalence for single indicator
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Single  multiple indicators?
• Problem: model just presented not identified
• We need to get several indicators for the CI
– CI by definition can be asked using a single question
– But possible to use multiple formulations/methods/scales for
this question

• In that way, we can come back to a CFA model with one
latent variable with several observed indicators

Can apply again MGCFA
Unimode / Mode 1

Mixed-mode / Mode 2
11 points
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Trust in the
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• Then, same procedure to get the estimates and test the model

Alternative / solution for CP formative indicators
• Saris, Pirralha and Zavala (under review)
– Proposed to vary slightly the question itself
– For instance ask 3 direct questions about job satisfaction
• “How satisfied are you with your job?”
• “How much do you like your job?”
• ”How happy are you with your job?”

• For CP with formative indicators:
– Same procedure, we need to come back to something similar as
for CP with reflective indicators
– For each of the formative indicators, we need to ask different
questions/use different methods

More general model
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Implication
• In order to separate the cognitive and the measurement
process, we need to get several indicators for each CI
• Can be done by using different methods (e.g. different
scales) for the same CI
– Same persons get the question several times using different
methods
– But 20 minutes at least to avoid memory effects (Van Meurs &
Saris, 1990)

– We cannot do it for all questions of the questionnaire

In summary
• Measurement equivalence can be assessed using M ultiple
Group Confirmatory Factor A nalysis
• Classic procedure exists for CP with reflective indicators
– Testing is the most crucial step in this case
– Very important to consider also local fit
– Limit: the classic procedure does not separate cognitive and
measurement process

• For CI, for CP with formative indicators, and if we want
to separate cognitive and measurement:
– We need to repeat questions

Thank you for your attention!

Contact: melanie.revilla@upf.edu
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